FIDE Event:
Organiser:
Federation:
International Organiser’s contact info:
(Probable) City:
Proposed dates of Arrival:

Departure:

Financial guarantee:
Declaration and/or Government
Guarantee if applicable.
Provisional budget to be added.
Declaration generally assuring visas
To representatives of all federations:
Exceptions, if any, and reasons:
Name of Meeting/Tournament hall
And its distance from accommodation:
Travel connections and reductions for
Participants officials and accompanying persons:
Accommodation and meals of participants
And for accompanying persons:
(give classification of hotels and meals.
Indicate number of persons per room).
Are there:
Press facilities:

Telephones:

Telefax:

E-mail:

Secretarial Staff (Indicate languages).
Simultaneous Translation (in case of meeting):
Will it be guaranteed in FIDE languages:
(Indicate languages)
FIDE standard chess equipment
(in case of a competition):
Additional arrangement/Prize Fund is applicable:

(GA 1996-2014) Deposit: We confirm that we shall pay the deposit fee below before conclusion of the General Assembly
granting the option. We are aware that we forfeit this sum if for any reason we do not organise the event. If we do
organise the event this sum will be put to the credit of our account with FIDE.

We have recognised the specific FIDE stipulation for the above-mentioned event and will observe them.

Name of International Organiser:
Signature:

Place/Date:

(GA 2014) National support letter: We attach the support letter signed by either the President, the Chairman or the
General Secretary of the national federation of the host country.
All conditions offered are subject to the approval of the FIDE President or his representative.

FIDE EVE BID FORM ANNEX
A. ORGANIZATION:
1) Will there be an organization fee? Will the transfer fee (hotel-airport) included in it? If not how much the transfer
fee will be?

2) How long will be the maximum waiting time at the Airport for the transfer? Will the organizers inform
participants in advance about their transfer schedule and details? (Time, meeting point at airport, contact person
for transfers with his/her communication details etc.)

3) Where and how will the registration and accreditation of the participants be made?

B. TOURNAMENT VENUE:

4) What is the distance between a tournament hall with the hotel(s)? How long will it take?

5) What will be the walking distance to the tournament hall? (Either from hotels or from the stop of shuttles at the
tournament hall)

6) Will there be a special waiting area for accompanying persons with a café, air-conditioner (heating and/or
cooling), Will the place be safe and usable in all weather conditions? Will there be enough toilets in or around it?
(Especially important for youth tournaments)

7) Will there be staff/volunteers that will bring kids together with their parents during and after the rounds?
(Especially important for youth tournaments)

FIDE EVE BID FORM ANNEX
C. HOTELS & MEALS:
8) Please give details about Full Board meals that will be served at the official organization hotels. (Set menu or open
buffet, how many and what kind of courses will there be, as meat, chicken, fish, vegetables, salad, starters, fruits,
desserts etc.)

9) Will all rooms have the same standard size and had similar quality with each other in the same hotel?

10) Will there be a free and adequate internet connection at hotels?

